Introduction
In this paper we have defined some definitions like Co distributive pair, d-meet irreducible element, dprime element of a lattice "L", d-prime is transformed to dually co distributive pair, dually d-prime ideals, dually d-prime element.
Using above definitions we have achieved some theorems [like,(4) If (x,y) is dually co distributive then for any aL, (xa), (ya) is also dually co distributive. (ii) "a" is standard, i.e, x(ay) = (xa)(xy). Consider, x(ay) = x((xy)y) = xy = a. Also, (xa)(xy) = (xa)a = a.
Converse :-If "a" is standard, then "a" is not d-meet irreducible element, because of the following example, 1
Since, x(ay) = (xa)(xy), x y Let x = 1 , y = b , then 1(ab) = 11 = 1. Also, (xa)(xy)= (1a)(1b)= ab = 1. 0 And ab = 0  (a,b) is co distributive  either a=0 or b = 0. Theorem (2) :-Connection between d-prime element of a lattice "L" with either distributive / Standard / Neutral. Proof :-Let "a" is d-prime element, also let (x,y) be codistributive with axy.
Claim:-(i) "a" is distributive, i.e, a(xy) = (ax)(ay). Since, axy  (xy)a = a.  (xa)( ya) = a., as (x,y) is co distributive.  "a" is distributive. Converse of this need not be true, because of the following example, 1 Since, a(xy) = (ax)(ay), x y 0(xy) = (0x)(0y), 0  0 = xy, 0 = 0. 0  {0} is distributive. Since, 0  xy and (x,y) is codistributive, but, 0 x and 0 y.  Any distributive element need not be d-prime element.
(ii) "a" is standard, i.e, x(ay) = (xa)(xy). Consider, x(ay) = (x(xy))(ay) = (xa)(ya) = (xy)a = aa = a.
Also, (xa)(xy) = (xa)a = a.
Converse of this need not be true, because of the following example, 1
Since, x(ay) = (xa)(xy), x y x(0y) = (x0)(xy), xy = 0  0, 0 0 = 0.  {0} is standard. Since, 0  xy and (x,y) is co distributive, but, 0 x and 0 y.  Any Standard element need not be d-prime element.
III.
In the second part of the paper we start with the following preliminaries Def (1):-Dually co distributive : Let "L" be a lattice and (x,y)L 2 , then the pair (x,y) is said to be dually co distributive, if (xy)z = (xz)(yz)  zL. 
